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Abstract 
Financial mixed operation refers to that financial institution can offer all financial services (banking, securities, 
insurance, and trust) and engage in industrial businesses by holding the share ownership. Because of self interests, 
risk diversification, the change of competition condition, and clients’ needs of the diversity of financial products and 
services, commercial banks make it possible for the mixed operation to be the optimal choice of the banking 
businesses under dynamic conditions in globalized competition, which results in the diversity and integration of 
banking businesses.    
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1. Introduction 
Mixed operation is the optimal choice of the finance under dynamic conditions while pursuing its 
profits in competition. China finance industry is being transferred from divided operation to mixed 
operation, the setup of intersection, interpenetration; co-operation and development among finance are 
coming into being in China. It is necessary to pave the way and improve the level of financial supervision 
for Chinese financial industry to defense the risks of mixed operation, enhance their international 
competitiveness. 
2. THE DEVELOPMENT SITUATION OF CHINESE FINANCIAL MIXED OPERATION 
Presently, China finance are still under the system of divided operation and supervision, which has 
form the pattern of “One bank and three commissions”(The General Headquarters of People's Bank of 
China, China Securities Regulatory Commission, China Insurance Regulatory Commission, China 
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Banking Regulatory Commission). While, in practice, as an important part of improving the whole 
competitiveness of Chinese banking, mixed operation is taking off quietly. The cooperation ways among 
the business of banking, securities, insurance, and trust become more and more diverse and innovative. 
The new setup of suitable intersection, interpenetration, co-operation and development among finance are 
coming into being. 
2.1The Development Phases of Chinese Financial Mixed Operation  
The Development of Chinese financial mixed operation has been through the following phases[1]:   
First, since 1949 to 1983, mixed operation had been exclusive and supervised by the Financial 
Department in China. The Provisional Regulations of Promoting Economic Combination issued by the 
State Council in 1980 indicated that banks should pilot all kinds of trust businesses. The People's Bank of 
China issued The Notice of Opening up the Trust Business in the same year, and each bank gradually 
started a great deal of trust institutions either by way of wholly ownership or share ownership.   
Second, from 1984 to 1993, mixed operation and divided operation had been intersected. The 
businesses of banking, securities, insurance, and trust began to intersect in all directions, but at the same 
time, the incipient tendency of divided operation showed up and supervised by People's Bank of China. 
There are Securities Department, Trust Department, Department of Real Estate Credit and other 
departments inside of the commercial bank. The Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange was established at the turns of year 1991, when the franchise dealers independent of the bank 
has emerged. 
Third, from 1993 to 1995, the system of divided operation was formalized. China Securities 
Regulatory Commission and China Insurance Regulatory Commission were set up in 1992, which made 
the divided operation system established in the businesses of banking, securities and insurance. The 
regulations of divided operation and divided management were first seen in The Provisions of a Number 
of Issues on Establishing a Socialist Market Economic System by the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China in 1993. The Provisions clearly mentioned that Banking business and security 
business should be put into the divided management. Particularly, article 43 in The Commercial Banks 
Law of People’s Republic of China issued in 1995 clearly stipulated that the commercial banks should not 
engage in trust investments, stock businesses, investments of non-self-use real estate and non-bank 
financial institution and business within the borders of People’s Republic of China.   
Fourth, from 1996 to now, the divided operation have been challenged, comprehensive management 
pilot have been promoting in a steady way during the eleventh five-year, therefore, mixed operation 
becomes imperative. 
2.2 Manifestation of the Development of Chinese Financial Mixed Operation 
Firstly, in the way of business practice, the limit of divided operation was broken in many areas. The 
item 11, article 3 of The Commercial Banks Law stipulates that commercial banks can be the agency of 
insurance business. In 1998, Peoples Bank of China stipulated that securities investment fund should be 
managed by commercial banks, in 1999, securities companies were allowed to join in inter-bank market 
to get the callable loan so that the door from bank credit funds to securities market is open. In the 
beginning of 2000, after China Securities Regulatory Commission and Peoples Bank of China jointly 
issued the regulations over stock pledged loan carried out by commercial banks, many securities 
companies and commercial banks signed the agreement of stock pledged loan. There was sharp 
competition among those banks which act as the agents of the business of securities investment fund, 
trusteeship and insurance. There was a new investor in securities market since insurance funds were put 
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into the stock market, which brought a long and stable financial source for stock market and broadened 
the channel of insurance funds suitably as well and also met the need of long term investment of the 
insurance companies. In February, 2005, China Securities Regulatory Commission and Peoples Bank of 
China jointly issued a document which allowed eligible securities companies, taking self-owned stock 
and fund certificates of securities investment as pledge, to get loan from commercial banks, which to 
some. extent opened up the financial passage from commercial banks to securities companies, and which 
also means that the policies of divided operation in China’s financial businesses would have a radical 
change. In the same year, The Pilot Regulations over Fund Management Companies founded by 
Commercial Banks was put into effect. According to the regulations, in the beginning of the pilot 
program, the fund management companies founded by commercial banks can both raise and supervise 
money-market fund and invest fixed-income securities and other funds. In October, 2007, the first bank 
trust company founded for 16 years in China: the International Trust Company of the bank of 
communication officially opened for business in Wuhan. This was the first bank trust company in China 
under the management of divided operation system as well as the pilot program of mixed operation in the 
way of bank and credit cooperation. In 2009, China Banking Regulatory Commission issued documents 
to permit banks to invest insurance companies. 
Secondly, in the way of agencies cooperation, in 1999, Bank of China and Ping-Insurance Company 
signed the general agreement of business cooperation and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and 
Huaxia Securities Company signed the agreement on full business cooperation. So that the diverse pattern 
of divided operation and management, complementary strengths and cooperation come into being. And 
all those changes contributed to the new step of mixed operation in finance.   
Thirdly, taking the financial holding company as carrier and under the same stakeholder, the situation 
of mixed operation based on cooperation came into shape. The financial holding companies, such as, 
CITIC Group, Ping-an Group, China Everbright Group(CEG), Shanghai International Group,  etc, pushed 
the mixed operation forward to a new phase and the varieties of financial services and agencies of multi-
industry have been under operation in the real world. CEG owns the three agencies, i.e. China Everbright 
Bank, Everbright Securities, Everbright Trust, and holds 19% stake in Shenyin Wanguo Securities. In 
addition, CEG takes possession of three subsidiaries listed in Hong Kong, i.e. China Everbright Holdings 
Ltd, China Everbright International, Hong Kong Construction Co., Ltd. Before this CEG has announced 
to set up Sino-Canadian joint venture life insurance company with Sun Life Assurance Company of 
Canada [2]. 
3. FACED WITH THE RISKS OF CHINESE FINANCIAL MIXED OPERATION   
Since finance is a special industry in modern economy, mixed operation has greater financial risks. 
The risks of transferring the divided operation into mixed operation in finance in China should not be 
underestimated. 
3.1 The Legal Risks of Mix Operation 
A sound and complete financial legal system is the foundation of establishing and improving an 
effective financial regulatory system. The history of legal system building in finance is short, the concept 
of financial law has not rooted among people and the law corresponding to mixed operation has not built 
systematically yet, so the mixed operation has no corresponding and reliable legal security system. 
Especially to the high situation of financial cases, it is urgent to have the explanation from law and 
legislation. The expertness of financial business makes it is more difficult for the legislation of finance. 
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The operability of financial laws, the accordance and coordination at all levels are basic requirements of 
legislation.   
3.2 Risks Caused by the Difference in Businesses Diversities 
Mixed operation needs coordination and integration among different businesses, which increases not 
only the range and difficulty of financial institutions management but also management costs. The 
intersection among different financial businesses bring mixed financial risks, for example, through 
securities business, the credit funds of commercial banks could enter stock market, but it is easy for the 
abundant capital of commercial banks to make “bubbles” of the stock market, which result in huge stock 
market danger.  
3.3 The Regulatory Risks of Relevant Authority 
According to the principles of divided operation and management, there are three relevant authorities 
in China’s finance: China Banking Regulatory Commission, Securities Regulatory Commission and 
China Insurance Regulatory Commission, which play important roles in professional supervision. 
However, as for mixed operation, it is a tough problem to define the supervision authority. Even to 
presently existed pattern of financial holding companies, we still lack legal basis and standard of 
supervision for the overall risk. 
3.4 The Risks of Internal Collected Transactions and False Information Disclosure inside the Financial 
Holding Company   
Due to historical and institutional reasons, there is no effective control over the shareholding 
relationship and capital transaction inside the financial holding groups, as well as over related transaction 
among banks, securities, futures and branch insurance companies under the financial holding groups and 
between finance and industry, therefore, the security of single institution can’t be fully guaranteed and it 
is hard to judge the overall risks of the group companies. The internal transactions among members of the 
financial group always make the level of profits and capital reported by one single group much bigger 
than it should be. Usually, intersected ownership structure is the reflection of one capital source’s double 
counting and showing in the balance sheets of parent company and subsidiary company, which will 
degrade the accuracy and authenticity of public information and make it is impossible for the supervision 
authorities to know the operating conditions and make right judgment for the real risks that the group is 
going to face.  
3.5 Moral Risks of Finance Institutions under Mixed Operation   
There are more ways to get high earnings and information and more high earning speculative 
approaches for managers with financial institutions under mixed operation. Finance institutions tend to 
engage in high risk business, which will bring bigger moral risks. For example, internal related 
transaction and interest conflicts inside the financial group under mixed operation make the institutions 
themselves undertake bigger financial risks.. 
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3.6 Risks Caused by Financial Innovation   
Under the mixed operation, the financial innovation cuts down the stability of financial system. 
Financial innovation leads to business intersection, high integration and sharp competition among finance 
institutions. It is helpful for the competition to enhance the finance efficiency, but because it is contrary to 
operation rules and regulations, some finance institution might have payment crisis and credit risk, which 
will influence the operation safety of the whole finance system. Interrelation and interdependence among 
financial markets and institutions from different countries is greatly enhanced because of the 
internationalization of capital flows and integration of financial market resulted by financial innovation. 
There would be global systemic financial risk if there is a problem in one particular link in the financial 
operation of some country.
4. THE COUNTERMEASURES TO FINANCIAL SUPERVISION UNDER MIXED OPERATION 
IN CHINA   
Each country’s financial regulatory system makes changes timely with the international developing 
tendency of mixed finance. The finance in China should also create conditions to improve the mixed 
supervision and enhance the international competitiveness of China’s finance. 
4.1 Improve Financial Ecology 
Taking finance as bionic system, financial ecology places a special emphasis on study of how to put 
finance into a long term dynamic and stable status so that the continuity and stability of finance 
development could be guaranteed[3]. In order to ensure the safety of financial ecology and the sustainable 
development of finance, it is necessary to accelerate comprehensive reform of financial ecology body, 
form a complete mechanism of benefit-investment and financing incentives corresponding to risks-
restraint, increase ration of endogenous financing and equity financing and decrease asset-liability ratio. 
4.2 Change the Concept of Financial Supervision 
China’s financial supervision authorities should change the concept of financial supervision in an 
active way so as to adapt to the developing tendency of mixed operation after China joined in WTO, 
namely, there are five concepts of financial supervision that need to transfer: from compliant supervision 
to risk supervision, from “end to end split” supervision to the supervision of the overall risk of legal 
persons; from one-shot supervision to sustainable supervision; from business supervision to the 
supervision of corporate governance structure and the effectiveness of internal control; from qualitative 
supervision to the combination of leading qualitative and quantitative supervision. At the same time, it is 
important to introduce the concept of incentive-oriented supervision, fully respect the innovation ability 
of financial institutions and encourage the quick development of well-operated financial institutions. 
4.3 Balance Financial Structure 
The balance of finance structure depends on coordinated development, and is also the key to prevent 
the risk of multi-industry. Due to the system and mechanism reason, China’s finance has been developing 
into “big bank”, “small securities” and “small insurance” in the long term[4]. Therefore, it is necessary to 
increase non-bank capital ratio in financial assets and improve the configuration structure of financial 
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resource in banks, securities and insurances so that the pressure which has over centralized on banks 
caused by risk can be relieved. 
4.4  Strengthen the Enterprise's Inner Control to Guard against the Risks of Mixed Operation 
Under the condition of mixed operation, it is necessary to strengthen the management of assets 
liquidity to guard against and resolve the operation risks in commercial banks. Cost-benefit concept and 
accountability mechanism of financial supervision should be introduced and when conditions are mature, 
the supervision authorities should make cost-benefit analysis for supervision measures, only when the 
expected benefit is bigger than the cost, do the supervision measures be put into effect. Besides, the risk 
of mixed operation in financial business can be guarded by setting up firewalls. Legislators and 
supervision authorities should make corresponding restriction to lessen and weaken the negative influence 
caused by mixed operation in financial groups to isolate risks. 
4.5 Strengthen the Information Disclosure System of Financial Institutions   
The information disclosure system has received attention from financial legislation and become the 
important rules of financial supervision in each country. The authenticity and symmetry of information is 
even more important to “mixed operation”. The improvement of information disclosure system, to great 
extent, constitutes a precaution for the risk of mixed operation. Therefore, compulsory information 
disclosure system about the transaction inside the financial institutions and toward outside should be 
established and the rules and requirements about the extent, accuracy and completeness of information 
disclosure should be made[5]. 
4.6 Establish Deposit Insurance System   
The most important of establishing post-regulatory system for financial institution is to establish 
deposit insurance system. That is to set up insurance agencies in financial system such as deposit 
insurance company and adopt insurance premium from bank or other financial institutions mandatorily or 
voluntarily and to build deposit insurance fund, and in the compensation process the amount of 
compensation from the deposit insurance institution is related to the cost of bank insurance, so the bigger 
of the operational bank risks, the higher of the insurance premium rate and vice versa.  In order to cut 
down the compensation cost, banks will control the operational risk with self. 
4.7 Build a Unified Regulatory Regime Gradually   
Under the present “one bank three commissions” structure, there is too much variables on 
communication or communication effect among supervision authorities. Considering national conditions 
and the tendency of international financial supervision, it is a realistic choice for establishing a unified 
financial regulatory system in China to build the “Big Government Reshuffle of Financial Supervision” 
[6].The unified regulatory can help reduce the cost of supervision and increase the working efficiency[7]. 
And at the same time, it will be better for supervision practice on the base of information sharing and 
communication with the cooperation agreement and system of the international supervision institution 
being strengthened. 
4.8 Perfect Relevant Laws   
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The stability and development of financial system need forward-looking concept of legislation. 
Presently, all the three regulatory commissions have strict division of supervision. Therefore, there must 
be an authority which can supervise the intersected financial institutions and products, so that the 
financial risks can be effectively monitored. The key point of legislation should be transferred from 
financial risk relief-oriented way to financial development-oriented way and the bank legislation should 
also focus on constituting a fair competitive platform for Chinese financing institutions and foreign 
financing institutions, transferring from traditional domestic supervision view to international supervision 
and putting stress on the role of market discipline in financial supervision. 
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